The German TerraSAR-X radar satellites TSX-1 and TDX-1 are well-regarded for their unprecedented geolocation accuracy. However, to access their full potential, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)-based location measurements have to be carefully corrected for effects that are well-known in the area of geodesy but were previously often neglected in the area of SAR, such as wave propagation and Earth dynamics. Our measurements indicate that in this way, when SAR is handled as a geodetic measurement instrument, absolute localization accuracy at better than centimeter level with respect to a given geodetic reference frame is obtained in 2-D and, when using stereo SAR techniques, also in 3-D. The TerraSAR-X measurement results presented in this study are based on a network of three globally distributed geodetic observatories. Each is equipped with one or two trihedral corner reflectors with accurately (<5 mm) known reference coordinates, used as a reference for the verification of the SAR measured coordinates. Because these observatories are located in distant parts of the world, they give us evidence on the worldwide reproducibility of the obtained results. In this paper we report the achieved results of measurements performed over 6 1/2 years (from July 2011 to January 2018) and refer to some first new application areas for geodetic SAR. potential influences like incidence angle, acquisition mode or polarization as well as the long-term stability of the SAR instrument or potential dependencies on the geographic location of the target. Our measurement results in 2-D and 3-D and their interpretation are the key aspects of this work. A brief outlook on an upcoming further improvement in geolocation accuracy and on some first applications for precise geolocation in the area of imaging geodesy, an area brought about by the geolocation capabilities of TerraSAR-X, completes the paper.
Introduction
Space-borne SAR is mainly known for its ability to provide image observations of the Earth's surface and the measurement of relative shifts making use of the carrier phase (i.e., SAR interferometry)independent from weather and time of day. However, SAR offers several additional capabilities. The objective of this paper is to highlight the ability to provide also absolute localization accuracy of bright, well-detectable radar targets at centimeter level [1] [2] [3] [4] with respect to a given geodetic reference frame like International Terrestrial Reference Frame, release 2014 (ITRF2014) [5] . Such a high accuracy-where TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X lead worldwide among space borne SAR sensors [6] -can be achieved only if the SAR data are processed and calibrated with meticulous care and if they are corrected for well-known effects such as wave propagation and solid Earth dynamics, as it is done in geodesy [7] .
Aiming at centimeter level accuracy, some basic aspects of SAR geolocation have to be reassessed. Therefore, the paper will start with a discussion of refinements compared to traditional techniques in the concept of SAR based location measurements. Furthermore, the verification of the localization accuracy requires a standard of comparison at least as good as SAR. Thus, we had to exercise utmost care with the installation and survey of our corner reflector (CR) test sites. If at least two SAR images with different acquisition geometries are involved, Stereo SAR techniques even allow to derive accurate 3-D on-ground coordinates when combining the ensemble of 2-D image coordinates. Equipped with this set of tools, we analyzed the geolocation accuracy of TerraSAR-X in detail, considering many However, plate tectonics are not covered by the IERS conventions as the geodetic techniques usually estimate them as part of the linear station coordinates, and therefore we have to consider them when modelling the target coordinates or reduce them in the SAR measurements.
In summary, the SAR measurements in range τ m and azimuth t m , corresponding to the zero-Doppler geometry of a CR, may be written as:
where X s and . X s are the satellite position and velocity vectors at the instant of closest approach t 0D , i.e., the zero-Doppler time which may be expressed in seconds of day UTC; the X t denotes the ITRF target coordinates that are corrected for the geodynamic effects ∆X geo ; the c is the speed of light in vacuum, the ∆τ tro and ∆τ ion are the path delays of troposphere and ionosphere, and ∆τ cal and ∆t cal refer to time biases, i.e., the geometrical calibration constants of the SAR sensor. Note that these equations are but an extension of the well-known range-Doppler equation describing the SAR observation geometry [11] . Both equations are coupled through the time dependency of the satellite state vector, and the azimuth is only implicitly defined by the geometric zero-Doppler condition; thus the ⇔ has to be read as "corresponds to" and the t m − ∆t cal should equal to the geometric t 0D . Note that strictly speaking, the azimuth also experiences secondary contributions from the atmospheric delays if there is a steep horizontal or temporal gradient in the atmospheric portion traversed by the two-way signal, which is transmitted and received by the radar at separate times at separate locations. The typical integration time of a single target, however, is in order of some seconds; hence we do not consider this in our azimuth measurements.
SAR Positioning with Stereo SAR
Measuring the position of a target in a radar image determines only its 2-D location in the slant range and azimuth geometry defined by the 3-D to 2-D projection of the SAR imaging process. In order to determine the target's underlying 3-D location, at least two images with sufficient angular separation have to be used, which enable a stereo setup and ultimately the retrieval of the CR coordinates. Expanding this concept to a more general method by employing least-squares parameter estimation, any number of radar images larger than one may be combined in a consistent estimation of the target position. This general approach is the core of our Stereo SAR method which is extensively discussed in [12] . In the following, we provide only a short summary and the reader interested in more details is referred to the paper. By using the range-Doppler equations (Equation (1)) as two condition equations that couple the measurements τ m , t m with the target position X t , one can solve for the coordinates by performing a rigorous linearization and employing an iterative computation scheme. The theory behind this method may be found in [13] . In accordance with Equation (1) the condition equations read:
The τ * m and τ * m are the refined measurements already corrected for the atmospheric path delay and with the geometrical calibration applied. The least-squares method resolves the remaining inconsistencies of the equations by estimating observation residuals, which are minimized according to the L2-norm, and it estimates the optimal target coordinates at the same time. Be aware that the satellite orbit X s and . X s is provided with the SAR image annotation and it is kept fixed in the processing. The orbit is modelled through short arc polynomials [12] , but the along-track relationship of the azimuth observation with the orbital state vector is fully maintained through the linearization. We do not introduce any a priori variance information for the individual measurements, but variance component estimation [14] is part of the solution process to infer a common variance for all the range Remote Sens. 2018, 10, 656 4 of 21 measurements and a common variance for all the azimuth measurements. This ensures optimal weighting between the two types of SAR measurements.
The outcomes are not only the position coordinates but also the estimation of the positioning accuracy, i.e., the variance-covariance (VC) matrix of the coordinates stemming from the solution of the mathematically overdetermined problem. The VC matrix characterizes the geometry of the underlying stereo setup and the quality of the SAR measurements inferred from the minimized residuals; hence it also enables a reliable characterization of the coordinate solution. It is a fully populated 3 by 3 matrix with the main diagonal holding the variances σ 2 xx , σ 2 yy and σ 2 zz referring to the global frame, but the VC matrix may be transformed to express the estimated accuracy for any frame orientation, for instance the local north, east and height frame. A useful way of visualizing the VC matrix is the error ellipsoid, which is the decomposition of the matrix for its eigenvalues [13, 15] . However, the confidence level of the VC matrix of 3-D coordinates as computed by the least-squares method is only about 20% [13] ; hence for our positioning results we scale all the variance-covariance estimates to a more reliable confidence level of 95% by applying the corresponding scaling factor of the F-distribution [15] , which is typically in the order of 2.85 because of the large number of TerraSAR-X images available for our analysis.
Materials and Methods

Verification of the Geolocation Accuracy of SAR
A widely used approach to verify the geolocation accuracy of SAR is based on artificial point-like targets deployed on ground [16] . Their positions in focused SAR images are measured and compared to the expected values that are derived from the knowledge of the target's on-ground coordinates and the determination of the satellite position at closest approach. The conversion from spatial coordinates to expected radar time coordinates is based on the zero-Doppler equations (Equation (1)) and the interpolation of the satellite's orbit, i.e., the reverse approach to the location measurements of SAR, discussed in Section 2.1.
Due to the well-defined shape of their impulse-response and to their high radar cross section (RCS), the exact positions such artificial targets in SAR images are precisely detectable so that the location accuracy mainly depends on the geometric features of the object of research: the end to end SAR system consisting of SAR sensor and SAR processing system. In contrast for weaker "natural" targets, their detectability in the surrounding clutter is the limiting factor for the location accuracy so that such targets give little incidence on the geometric accuracy of the end to end SAR system. Following [17] , which includes a modified form of earlier work by Stein [18] and Swerling [19] , the effect of the clutter on the obtainable localization accuracy is given by:
where σ denotes the expected clutter contribution to the standard deviation of the target location, and ρ is the resolution of the target in terms of the 3 dB width of its impulse response. Different from [17] , an additional factor √ 1/2 is introduced here, considering that we examine the localization accuracy of a single SAR measurement, whereas [17] refers to the mutual distance of two SAR measurements.
The most common types of point-like targets are passive corner reflectors (CRs) and active radar transponders. Appreciated features of purely passive elements like CRs are that they neither need any power-supply nor do they introduce any (possibly unknown) additional delays to the signal round trip time. Moreover, the electric phase center position is equal to the inner corner position which can be determined readily. The intersection of the three orthogonal plates is a well-defined point, for which the ITRF2014 coordinates may be accurately determined by terrestrial geodetic survey.
While the verification approach sketched in Figure 1 looks simple on the first glance, its realization requires meticulous care during all processing steps when centimeter or even millimeter accuracy is aspired (In [20] , Small et al. give a detailed guideline on the installation of a CR test site). The CRs have to be firmly installed (preferably on stable bedrock or second-best on a firm concrete foundation) and correctly aligned. Their reference coordinates have to be very accurately determined. If possible, the deployment at well-known geodetic reference sites is advised when verifying the SAR geolocation capability. As any motion or re-orientation operation is prone to introduce spurious errors, we advise against any actions that could invalidate the geodetic reference coordinates of the phase center. Instead the reflectors should be kept fixed and their coordinates verified every 1-2 years. point, for which the ITRF2014 coordinates may be accurately determined by terrestrial geodetic survey.
While the verification approach sketched in Figure 1 looks simple on the first glance, its realization requires meticulous care during all processing steps when centimeter or even millimeter accuracy is aspired (In [20] , Small et al. give a detailed guideline on the installation of a CR test site). The CRs have to be firmly installed (preferably on stable bedrock or second-best on a firm concrete foundation) and correctly aligned. Their reference coordinates have to be very accurately determined. If possible, the deployment at well-known geodetic reference sites is advised when verifying the SAR geolocation capability. As any motion or re-orientation operation is prone to introduce spurious errors, we advise against any actions that could invalidate the geodetic reference coordinates of the phase center. Instead the reflectors should be kept fixed and their coordinates verified every 1-2 years. Once the CRs are installed and SAR datatakes are acquired, the target positions in the focused images have to be measured with sub-pixel resolution using oversampling and interpolation techniques, and the extracted radar times have to be corrected for the estimated propagation delays and geodynamic effects (as detailed in [21] ). We recommend to use Single-look Slant-range Complex (SSC) image products for geolocation measurements instead of ground-projected image products (i.e., TerraSAR-X product types MGD, GEC and EEC), as any ground-projection introduces an avoidable additional error source.
By performing many verification measurements at several test sites far apart from each other, and employing SAR images acquired in different SAR modes, at different times, as well as varying the site position within an image and the overall imaging conditions (e.g., features like polarization, incidence angle or orbit direction: ascending or descending), the SAR imaging system can be very accurately geometrically calibrated and verified. Moreover, error estimates can be given and residual systematic biases can be characterized. Regular observations over long time spans (years) enable investigations of seasonal effects and the long-term stability of the measurement results.
Geometric Recalibration of the Sensor
The operational TerraSAR-X products are already prepared for the consideration of atmospheric effects [22] and their product annotation contains estimates for tropospheric and ionospheric signal propagation delays. These delay values are composed of scene-dependent tropospheric and ionospheric delays derived from a simplified static height-dependent model [23] , and a set of associated system calibration constants determined during the mission's initial calibration campaigns. With these annotated parameters systematic biases in the measured target positions are Once the CRs are installed and SAR datatakes are acquired, the target positions in the focused images have to be measured with sub-pixel resolution using oversampling and interpolation techniques, and the extracted radar times have to be corrected for the estimated propagation delays and geodynamic effects (as detailed in [21] ). We recommend to use Single-look Slant-range Complex (SSC) image products for geolocation measurements instead of ground-projected image products (i.e., TerraSAR-X product types MGD, GEC and EEC), as any ground-projection introduces an avoidable additional error source.
The operational TerraSAR-X products are already prepared for the consideration of atmospheric effects [22] and their product annotation contains estimates for tropospheric and ionospheric signal propagation delays. These delay values are composed of scene-dependent tropospheric and ionospheric delays derived from a simplified static height-dependent model [23] , and a set of associated system calibration constants determined during the mission's initial calibration campaigns. With these annotated parameters systematic biases in the measured target positions are avoided and geolocation accuracy at decimeter level can be achieved [22] , which is already beyond the product specification of 1 m [24] .
However, these calibration constants need to be refined when we change the measurement concept and correct the SAR geolocation measurements for signal propagation with the more precisely measured atmospheric delay values provided by the IGS, and also take the geodynamic effects into account. Because of different biases of the atmospheric and geodynamic models involved, an adapted set of constants was necessary and we had to determine recalibration constants for both TerraSAR-X Remote Sens. 2018, 10, 656 6 of 21 satellites, TSX-1 and TDX-1, to match this refined measurement concept. Note that, using our refined geodetic concept, TerraSAR-X is now fully compatible with the well-established standards of the GNSS community. Because the image user has no influence on the operational SAR focusing process, the only manageable way to apply our recalibration constants is that the user explicitly modifies his measured azimuth and range times by them.
The recalibration constants result from the median location offsets in azimuth and range obtained at reference test site(s). We use the median instead of the mean value because it is less sensitive to outliers, as the presence of a few of them is hardly avoidable in long measurement series.
Because most of our datatakes are in the HH polarization, we started to recalibrate this polarization channel first. After that, the calibration of the VV channel is efficiently performed on the base of dual-pol (HH/VV) datatakes. Here, both polarization channels are imaged at the same time, so that almost all influencing factors (like the exact amount of atmospheric delays and solid Earth dynamics, the exact satellite orbit and the exact CR position) are equal in both channels and consequently cancel out in a relative measurement of the target position offset performed in both channels. In consequence, also error contributions from the limited knowledge of these influences cancel out and we needed significantly less dual-pol datatakes to determine only the difference between the calibration constants of both channels. In comparison, the amount of single-pol datatakes required in an independent calibration of the VV channel with comparable accuracy was much larger.
Our TerraSAR-X Test Sites
The network of our test sites [3] grew step by step over the course of our investigations. In the final state, three test sites with in total five trihedral CRs are involved in our measurement series. The geographic distribution of these test sites spans from Germany and Finland to the Antarctic Peninsula (see Figure 2a -c). All of our CRs are mounted close to a local IGS reference station. Benefitting from this vicinity, the ground positions of the reflectors are known very precisely (< 5 mm) relative to the station reference coordinates from terrestrial geodetic survey. The particulars of the individual TerraSAR-X measurement series and the incidence angles of the datatakes involved are summarized in Table 1 . is oriented for ascending, the other for descending orbit passes. Because of the demanding local weather conditions, each CR is mounted above the usually experienced winter snow level using an additional 1 m base frame (see Figure 2b ), and both are covered by a high-frequency transparent Gore-Tex™ (Gore-Tex is a trademark of W.L. Gore & Associates, Newark, DE, USA) canvas. The latter significantly eases the local maintenance due to snow. The CRs are still not maintenance-free, but the canvas avoids snow and ice within the reflector where they are more difficult and more cumbersome to remove than at the covering canvas. Finally, there is our third test site at the geodetic observatory in Metsähovi, Finland, where one 1.5 m CR oriented for descending orbits was installed in October 2013 ( Figure 2c ). Similar to GARS O'Higgins, the CR is mounted above the expected snow level on a 1 m frame base. Benefiting from local ground conditions, the frame base is anchored by rods and rock epoxy glue residing in deep holes drilled into stable bedrock. Table 1 . Key figures of our SAR measurement series at geodetic observatories. Each CR is seen from two or three adjacent orbits though the CR is optimally oriented for only one of them (see column "optimum incidence angle").
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TerraSAR-X Datatakes
As of 1 February 2018, both TerraSAR-X sensors-TSX-1 and TDX-1-acquired in total 1060 datatakes for our test sites. The datatake acquisition is still ongoing in order to evaluate possible long- Table 1 . Key figures of our SAR measurement series at geodetic observatories. Each CR is seen from two or three adjacent orbits though the CR is optimally oriented for only one of them (see column "optimum incidence angle").
Corner Reflector/Measurement Series Acquisitions Started at Optimum Incidence Angle 1 Additional Incidence Angle(s)
Wettzell In July 2011, we installed our first 1.5 m CR at the Geodetic Observatory Wettzell, Germany (Figure 2a ). It is firmly mounted on a concrete foundation and horizontally oriented for acquisitions from ascending orbits and vertically aligned for an incidence angle of 34 degrees. In order to investigate possible angular dependencies in the position offsets measured with TerraSAR-X, we set up a second, parallel acquisition series of this CR using datatakes from an adjacent ascending orbit with a 46 degrees incidence angle. In order to preserve the precisely measured geodetic reference coordinates of the CR, we left its orientation unchanged and accepted the slight reduction in the RCS by about 2 dB. This fixed installation method was also adopted for the other subsequently installed reflectors, which are aligned for either ascending or descending passes, and their vertical orientation was adjusted for the center of the radar beam used at the site, see column "optimum incidence angle" in Table 1 .
In December 2013, we installed a second 1.5 m CR at Wettzell. Oriented for descending orbits and regularly imaged with different incidence angles (45 degrees, which is optimum w.r.t. the CR orientation, and additionally 33 and 54 degrees) from three adjacent orbits, it enlarges the number of acquisition geometries at this test site.
Since March 2013, there are two 0.7 m CRs at our second test site, close to the German receiving and research station GARS O'Higgins located at the Antarctic Peninsula ( Figure 2b ). One of the CRs is oriented for ascending, the other for descending orbit passes. Because of the demanding local weather conditions, each CR is mounted above the usually experienced winter snow level using an additional 1 m base frame (see Figure 2b ), and both are covered by a high-frequency transparent Gore-Tex™ (Gore-Tex is a trademark of W.L. Gore & Associates, Newark, DE, USA) canvas. The latter significantly eases the local maintenance due to snow. The CRs are still not maintenance-free, but the canvas avoids snow and ice within the reflector where they are more difficult and more cumbersome to remove than at the covering canvas.
Finally, there is our third test site at the geodetic observatory in Metsähovi, Finland, where one 1.5 m CR oriented for descending orbits was installed in October 2013 ( Figure 2c ). Similar to GARS O'Higgins, the CR is mounted above the expected snow level on a 1 m frame base. Benefiting from local ground conditions, the frame base is anchored by rods and rock epoxy glue residing in deep holes drilled into stable bedrock.
TerraSAR-X Datatakes
As of 1 February 2018, both TerraSAR-X sensors-TSX-1 and TDX-1-acquired in total 1060 datatakes for our test sites. The datatake acquisition is still ongoing in order to evaluate possible long-term trends. High resolution imaging modes are preferable when aiming for centimeter or millimeter measurement accuracy level with SAR, because the mode directly affects the image resolution and the signal to clutter ratio (SCR) and thus the extraction accuracy of the range and azimuth coordinates from the SAR image [17] [18] [19] . Consequently, we opted for HS300 mode, i.e., the high resolution sliding spotlight mode with an average slant range and azimuth resolution of 0.6 m by 1.1 m [24] , for the majority of our TerraSAR-X acquisitions, because the even better Staring Spotlight mode ST300 was not available at the time when our measurement series started. Thus, only a few ST300 datatakes are included in our acquisition series. Almost all of our datatakes are in HH polarization. The only exception is a recently started HS dual-pol (HH/VV) measurement campaign at Wettzell where we investigate polarization channel dependent offsets. In order to avoid saturation of our 1.5 m CRs in the focused SAR images, the L1B products of the datatakes were ordered to be processed with gain attenuation (10 dB for HS300 and even 20 dB for ST300). The nominal backscatter values for our CRs are 30.2 dBm 2 for the 0.7 m and 43.4 dBm 2 for the 1.5 m reflectors.
TerraSAR-X datatakes are subject to DLR's copyright and to security regulations of German law, which prohibit any unauthorized redistribution. Thus, we have to refer scientists interested in reproducing our measurement results to the EOWEB catalogue [25] , where TerraSAR-X L1B products can be ordered by registered users (scientific proposal submission under [26] ). The image center coordinates, required to select datatakes of our test sites from catalogue, are listed in Table 2 . 
Results and Analysis
Monitoring the Operational Readiness of a CR
A lesson learned from our long-term measurement series, is to be aware of weather influences affecting the performance of a CR [21] . Snow within the CR changes the backscatter geometry and in consequence firstly lowers the CR's RCS and secondly-much more problematic for our measurements-it changes the actual position of the CR phase center. Because the CR models we installed have drainage holes at their converging corners, rain is in general not a problem, except when leaves fallen or blown into the CR may clog the drainage hole.
As the significantly lowered RCS is a good indicator for such disturbances, we routinely monitor the RCS and compare its value against the expected value derived from theory or experience. Based on an empirically derived threshold of 3 dB RCS loss relative to the expected value, we are able to identify the TerraSAR-X measurements affected by such irregular conditions and exclude them from further analyses, where they would otherwise occur as coarse (i.e., decimeter-level) outliers. During our analysis we did not observe any significant correlation of moderate RCS losses of less than 3 dB with the shifts in the SAR measured CR locations.
Over the course of our investigations and based on this assumption, we identified in total 79 disturbed location measurements, reducing the number of datatakes in the analysis from 1060 to 981. In contrast, there still remain 18 measurements (approximately 1.8%) with a conspicuously high location error of 7-11 cm where no obvious external cause could be identified. With the exception of one, these values are found in azimuth. Because we have no indication for an external cause, these measurements must not be excluded from analysis.
Geometric Recalibration Constants
We have chosen the CR at the Metsähovi test site as the reference for our TerraSAR-X recalibration. Here, the mounting of the CR on stable bedrock provides confidence that the geodetic coordinates of its phase center are even more long-term stable than the ones from our other test sites. Because the measurement series are in HH polarization mode, we originally focused our recalibration activities on this mode and just recently complemented them by deriving recalibration constants for VV polarization too. Table 3 shows our new calibration constants to be applied by the user. To remain consistent with the sign convention of the operational calibration constants, our recalibration constants have to be subtracted from the measured radar times at all test sites (i.e., the absolute value of the negative constants has to be added!). For convenience, Table 3 also shows the values converted to distances. Note that we use an average ground track velocity as conversion factor for azimuth here, whereas the precise value in a given SAR image depends on geometric factors like the incidence angle and the topographic height.
In addition to the operational range calibration constant that is already implicitly applied during TerraSAR-X image focusing, we had to introduce a range recalibration constant that the user has to apply explicitly. The amount of our range recalibration constant corresponds to about 30 cm spatial distance, see Table 3 . The cause for its necessity can be found mainly in the different handling of the wet part of the tropospheric delay in both measurement concepts. Being the most volatile contribution to the tropospheric delay, its consideration is beyond the capabilities of the simplified model underlying the annotated delay value and in consequence, it contributes in average to the operational calibration constant. When we make use of the measured tropospheric delay of the IGS, the wet delay is already included and must not be considered twice. Thus, our recalibration constant figures as a readjustment of the wet delay's contribution in the operationally applied calibration constant.
The likely explanation for the small difference of 0.27 nanoseconds (equivalent to 4 cm) discovered in the range calibration constants of both polarization channels (cf. Table 3 ) might be found in the staggered mounting of H and V antenna elements on the satellite's surface and in the slightly different signal routing inside the sensor electronics. In contrast to the range, the operational calibration constant in azimuth is not applied in the processor; hence a user is able to replace it with our new constants. The differences between the results of the operational calibration and our recalibration are rather small (corresponding to about 11 mm spatial distance for TSX-1 and 6 mm for TDX-1). However, we benefit from the long duration of our measurement series, the more precisely determinable CR reference coordinates in the vicinity to the IGS reference stations, and from the firm orientation of the CRs that avoids any undesirable change of their phase centers. Due to these factors, we were able to slightly refine the azimuth calibration constants of both sensors.
Finally, we want to give some remarks on the cross-polar channels. Because trihedral CRs do not change the plane of polarization, our CRs are invisible in cross-polar image channels, as they are employed in polarimetry. Consequently, a geometric recalibration of the cross-polar channels HV and VH is out of the capabilities of our on-ground measurement equipment, but we can provide assumptions about adequate recalibration constants for the cross-pol channels based on theoretical considerations. Assuming that most of the differences between the examined co-polar channels HH and VV results from construction particulars of the antenna and the sensor electronics, we might conclude that the recalibration constants for HV and VH are approximately in the mean of the HH and VV constants, because HV shares the transmit path with the HH channel and the receive path with the VV channel, while the opposite is true for VH.
Temporal Stability of SAR Geolocation Results
Figures 3-5 show the temporal progression of the azimuth and range offsets between measured and expected radar coordinates at our three test sites. A slight trend is perceivable from all plots. In all measurement series, there is a tendency of the measured values toward early azimuth and toward far range. In order to estimate the magnitude of this trend, we approximated the temporal progressions of the offsets by a linear function and investigated the obtained gradients. Table 4 and Figure 6 show that the gradients are in the order of millimeters per year and exceed the standard deviation (1σ) expected from error propagation. However, the 1σ just represents a 68% confidence interval whereas for a 95% confidence interval 2σ is required [15] . The gradients in range even exceed 3σ so that a confidence level of more than 99.7% results. Therefore we consider the range effect to be significant. For the azimuth, the results from the different test sites are much less distinct and some of the estimated gradients (Wettzell Ascending and Metsähovi Descending) obviously remain below the 2σ, thus the continuation of the ongoing measurement series is required to reduce the remaining uncertainty. 3σ so that a confidence level of more than 99.7% results. Therefore we consider the range effect to be significant. For the azimuth, the results from the different test sites are much less distinct and some of the estimated gradients (Wettzell Ascending and Metsähovi Descending) obviously remain below the 2σ, thus the continuation of the ongoing measurement series is required to reduce the remaining uncertainty. 3σ so that a confidence level of more than 99.7% results. Therefore we consider the range effect to be significant. For the azimuth, the results from the different test sites are much less distinct and some of the estimated gradients (Wettzell Ascending and Metsähovi Descending) obviously remain below the 2σ, thus the continuation of the ongoing measurement series is required to reduce the remaining uncertainty. Assuming that the trend in the range measurements is real, finding a possible cause for it is subject of ongoing investigations. We may already excluded some potential causes: The stability of the sensor internal clock rate governing all timings in the SAR payload is routinely monitored in the TerraSAR-X mission and in this way known with nine digit accuracy (the technique is described in Assuming that the trend in the range measurements is real, finding a possible cause for it is subject of ongoing investigations. We may already excluded some potential causes: The stability of the sensor internal clock rate governing all timings in the SAR payload is routinely monitored in the TerraSAR-X mission and in this way known with nine digit accuracy (the technique is described in Assuming that the trend in the range measurements is real, finding a possible cause for it is subject of ongoing investigations. We may already excluded some potential causes: The stability of the sensor internal clock rate governing all timings in the SAR payload is routinely monitored in the TerraSAR-X mission and in this way known with nine digit accuracy (the technique is described in [27] ). In consequence, this error contribution cannot exceed 3 mm and is therefore below the amount of the observed trends. Also the satellite orbit determination is not considered to be a cause because we have independent measurements of the TerraSAR-X orbits based on Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) confirming the long-term stability-see [28] for more. Thus, the focus of our further investigations has to be on the SAR sensor itself. We might investigate e.g., whether slight aging effects in electronic components are supposable. The challenge is that to our knowledge no prior space-borne SAR sensor was examined after insert to orbit at a comparable level of detail. Figure 7a -e show the scatter plots of the azimuth and range offset obtained between measured and expected radar coordinates for the different measurement series. In each plot, different colors represent acquisitions from different incidence angles.
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Figures 7a-e show the scatter plots of the azimuth and range offset obtained between measured and expected radar coordinates for the different measurement series. In each plot, different colors represent acquisitions from different incidence angles. By visual inspection, the single distributions coincide for the different incidence angles and no significant dependency between incidence angle and location offset is perceivable. In order to quantitatively verify this hypothesis, we performed a statistical analysis of the location offsets. The resulting mean values and standard deviations are listed in Table 5 , sorted by incidence angle. The variations across the mean values of one site are usually lower than the standard deviation of the single measurement series, and no particular systematic dependency on the incidence angle can be found. We conclude from these results that the individual beams are consistent. By visual inspection, the single distributions coincide for the different incidence angles and no significant dependency between incidence angle and location offset is perceivable. In order to quantitatively verify this hypothesis, we performed a statistical analysis of the location offsets. The resulting mean values and standard deviations are listed in Table 5 , sorted by incidence angle. The variations across the mean values of one site are usually lower than the standard deviation of the single measurement series, and no particular systematic dependency on the incidence angle can be found. We conclude from these results that the individual beams are consistent. The Staring Spotlight datatakes interleave the series of regular Sliding Spotlight (HS300) acquisitions. The plots indicate the consistency of the location results from both imaging modes as the short term patterns in the azimuth and range offsets progress across the varying imaging modes. Table 6 shows the overall mean values and standard deviations of the localization error determined at our different test sites. As Metsähovi is used as our recalibration reference, the mean location offset is consequently close to zero and does not contain any useful information. However, the standard deviation determined at this test site is not influenced by the recalibration and therefore it is still an independent measurement result. The obtained mean values at the other test sites indicate the consistency between SAR location measurements and the calibration derived for Metsähovi. They amount from few millimeters up to 2.6 cm. The maximum range bias results for the Wettzell Ascending CR. However, a terrestrial resurvey of this reflector disclosed the cause for the deviating behavior of this single measurement series: The concrete foundation of the CR subsided by about 2 cm during the first 2 years after the CR was installed and surveyed. While we chose the location for our first CR with regard to a minimum disturbance in the radar image from the installations of the IGS reference station, we did not take enough care of the ground conditions and put the foundation on a small mound rising above the local surroundings, see Figure 2a . As lesson learned, we more carefully considered this aspect when installing the other CRs.
Comparison of Different Imaging Modes
Location Independency of Results
The standard deviations of the single measurement series in range vary from 12 to 18 mm. The standard deviation in azimuth is somewhat higher and ranges from 18 to 25 mm, which is still nearly two orders of magnitude below the upper limit defined in the TerraSAR-X product specification [24] . The lower performance of the azimuth localization accuracy is limited by the annotation precision (18.6 microseconds step width) of the raw data acquisition time. Even if it is derived from very accurate pulse per seconds (PPS) information of the on-board GPS receivers [27] , the information is stored in the SAR payload with an insufficient number of digits. We strongly recommend future SAR missions to provide a finer time annotation. For TerraSAR-X we found a way to overcome the truncated timing by applying a post processing of the azimuth timing [27] . Since May 2014, this post processing is part of the operational TerraSAR-X SAR processor and lowers the quantization error of the azimuth timing by about one order of magnitude. The remaining error amounts to about 1 microsecond, equivalent to about 7 mm azimuth location error.
Comparing the standard deviations obtained at the different test sites, the 0.7 m CRs at GARS O'Higgins are inferior to the 1.5 m CRs at Wettzell and Metsähovi as it is predicted from theoretical considerations because of the lower RCS resulting in a lower SCR. Using Equation (3) and inserting the parameters of our (HS300) measurement series at GARS O'Higgins or Wettzell and Metsähovi, respectively, the expected clutter contribution to the overall location error in case of a 0.7 m reflector amounts to 6 mm in range and 12 mm in azimuth. In case of a 1.5 m CR the values read 1.0 and 1.8 mm, respectively. Thus, a good deal of the difference in the standard deviations is explainable by the different CR sizes.
3-D Coordinates
The solution of the independent SAR positioning with TerraSAR-X at the test sites can be directly compared to the coordinates from the surveys. To ease interpretation, the differences in global X, Y and Z have been rotated to the local north, east, and height frame of the respective station. Since we removed the average ITRF station velocity in the processing (see Section 2.1), the SAR coordinates are reduced to the epoch of the first SAR datatake in the series. Therefore, we transformed the reference ITRF2014 coordinates of the CRs to this epoch to ensure a consistent comparison.
The coordinate differences listed in Table 7 confirm the very high accuracy of the TerraSAR-X positioning ability, if all the known contributions have been compensated for in the measurements and if the sensors are accurately calibrated. Naturally, the differences for the Metsähovi CR are very small because this reflector was used to derive the calibration constants (see Section 4.2) . At the other test sites, the remaining differences are usually in the order of 1-2 cm, while the largest difference of 4 cm is found for the east component of the GARS O'Higgins Descending CR. However, when examining the estimated standard deviations, the reason for this becomes clear. Like the Wettzell Ascending reflector, this reflector is only captured by two passes (see Table 5 ), and the smaller baseline between the two adjacent passes results in a larger uncertainty for the east component. In addition, one would also expect an impact of the reflector size (0.7 m versus 1.5 m), but this is mostly compensated by the larger number of acquisitions at GARS O'Higgins. The comparison of the coordinate differences with the 95% confidence interval also listed in Table 7 shows that only a few of the differences are actually significant. The overall error behavior of a higher quality in the north component and a reduced quality for the east and height components is widely consistent with these differences. The explanation for this error behavior lies in the almost polar orbit and the SAR zero-Doppler geometry, for which the local north component is mainly driven by the azimuth measurements, whereas the range has to resolve both east and height. As for the remaining biases, we consider them to be the results of the slightly different behavior of the individual beams (see Table 5 ), as well as the small biases of the orbit not captured by the single site calibration at Metsähovi. Regarding the orbit, new solutions for TSX-1 and TDX-1 are presented in [28] and a first look on the impact on our TerraSAR-X results is provided in the discussion, see Section 5.2.
Another interesting aspect is the overall error distribution of the coordinate solution, namely the error ellipsoid, which is visualized in Figure 9 . Because of the same scaling for a confidence level of 95%, the horizontal and vertical cross sections shown in the graphics directly correspond to the confidence values listed in Table 7 . The σN, σE, σH are simply the bounding boxes of the ellipses, while the smallest errors are found to be in the range direction, see Figure 9a . All the ellipses are inclined to about 40 degrees, which is the average incidence angles of the passes for the individual CRs, see the angles listed in Table 5 . As expected, the underlying intersection geometries are most sensitive in the SAR range direction, and least sensitive in the perpendicular cross-range direction. The horizontal view, see Figure 9b , has a similar behavior, but here it is the azimuth that dominates the orientation. The smaller axes coincide with the local sensor heading, which is nearly north-south due to the sun-synchronous orbit used by TerraSAR-X [29] . Only towards the polar regions, the tracks start to converge, leading to the slightly more tilted horizontal error ellipses of the CRs at GARS O'Higgins. Therefore, the azimuth is almost only sensitive for the north-south component. These error patterns also explain the different confidence levels derived for local north, east and height (Table 5) , and they make it immediately clear, why the ideal setup for the application of SAR positioning is a reflector with a common phase center for ascending and descending passes. This concept was already studied with TerraSAR-X in a small experiment at Wettzell [30] .
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Discussion
In the previous section, we analyzed the geolocation performance of TerraSAR-X with respect to a multitude of contributing parameters: polarization, incidence angle, the pass direction (ascending, descending), the occurrence of long-term trends, and geographic target location. Due to the large amount of topics, the straightforward way of presentation was to discuss each of these aspects in the immediate context of the corresponding measurement results. In order to synthesize these discussions, two comprehensive aspects shall be addressed here. Firstly, we compare the determined a posteriori location error with the a priori error computed from the expected amount of the major error contributions. Secondly, we want to give an outlook on an upcoming further improvement in the attainable geolocation accuracy which is enabled by a new approach in precise orbit determination. Table 8 shows a priori estimates for the major contributions to the location error. The estimate for the clutter contribution results from Equation (3), while the estimates for the measurement accuracy of tropospheric and ionospheric delay are taken from the respective data products. Considering the methods discussed in [27] , the assumed uncertainty in the azimuth timing, taken from L1B annotation of operational TerraSAR-X products, amounts to about 1 microsecond, corresponding to about 7 mm azimuth error. The Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) sample rate of both TerraSAR-X sensors (about 330 MHz) is operationally monitored to ascertain that the difference between its actual and annotated value does not exceed a margin of 1 Hz. In this way, the residual uncertainty in the ADC sample rate contributes at most 3 mm to the overall ranging error. A conservative estimate for the actual orbit error of TerraSAR-X Science orbits is given in [31] .
Analysis of Error Contributions
Comparing the error contributions listed in Table 8 , the residual uncertainty in the knowledge of the precise orbit is the dominant contribution in our CRs measurement series (whereas for weaker targets the clutter contribution would be higher and might dominate there). However, as long as we only know an upper limit for the actual orbit error, there remains room for interpretation what could be its true contribution. Regarding the localization accuracies we obtained in our measurement series, we conclude that the actual orbit error must be significantly below the estimated upper limit of 5 cm and that it may amount to about 1 cm. 1 Mainly depending on CR size (1.5 or 0.7 m) and imaging mode (ST300 or HS300). 2 Depending on test site and incidence angle. 3 Conservative assumption.
Geolocation Improvements from More Precise Orbit Determination
Beyond the currently used TerraSAR-X Science orbits, [28] discusses methods to further improve the accuracy of the orbit determination. Once operationally applied, the geolocation accuracy of SAR immediately should benefit from these improvements. We tested the new experimental orbit solutions by repeating our location accuracy measurements in a modified way where we computed the expected radar time coordinates on base of these orbits instead of using the operational TerraSAR-X Science orbit products. Table 9 and Figure 10 show the detailed CR-wise mean values and standard deviations (1σ) of the obtained measurement results and oppose them to the results previously obtained with the operational Science orbits. As a finding of this experiment, we observed that for the 1.5 m CRs the usage of the new orbit solutions TerraSAR-X significantly lowers the standard deviations. They amount to about 1.5 cm in azimuth while in range sub-centimeter level is reached. This represents an accuracy gain of 15% in azimuth and 28% in range compared to the usage of the operational Science orbits. In case of the 0.7 m CRs, where also the clutter significantly contributes to the total location error, the accuracy gain from the improved orbit quality is naturally less distinct (1.5% in azimuth and 10% in range). uncertainty in the ADC sample rate contributes at most 3 mm to the overall ranging error. A conservative estimate for the actual orbit error of TerraSAR-X Science orbits is given in [31] .
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Beyond the currently used TerraSAR-X Science orbits, [28] discusses methods to further improve the accuracy of the orbit determination. Once operationally applied, the geolocation accuracy of SAR immediately should benefit from these improvements. We tested the new experimental orbit solutions by repeating our location accuracy measurements in a modified way where we computed the expected radar time coordinates on base of these orbits instead of using the operational TerraSAR-X Science orbit products. Table 9 and Figure 10 show the detailed CR-wise mean values and standard deviations (1σ) of the obtained measurement results and oppose them to the results previously obtained with the operational Science orbits. As a finding of this experiment, we observed that for the 1.5 m CRs the usage of the new orbit solutions TerraSAR-X significantly lowers the standard deviations. They amount to about 1.5 cm in azimuth while in range sub-centimeter level is reached. This represents an accuracy gain of 15% in azimuth and 28% in range compared to the usage of the operational Science orbits. In case of the 0.7 m CRs, where also the clutter significantly contributes to the total location error, the accuracy gain from the improved orbit quality is naturally less distinct (1.5% in azimuth and 10% in range).
(a) Table 6 ) and new experimental orbits (values of Table 9 ). The different colors represent the different measurement series. Table 9 . Comparison of the mean values and standard deviations in azimuth and range for operational Science orbits (as they are already shown in Table 6 ) and for the new experimental TerraSAR-X orbit solutions discussed in [28] (operationally not accessible as yet). Consequently, also the stereo SAR solutions for the CR coordinates profit from the increased orbit quality. Table 10 shows the differences of the SAR measured 3-D coordinates using the new orbits and the GNSS reference coordinates. Figure 11 visualizes a comparison between the results obtained with operational science orbits (which were shown in Table 7 ) and the results for the new orbits. A closer look on the diagram reveals that the new orbits lead to improvements in almost all the estimated accuracies and the coordinate differences become smaller, in particular the height is now more accurately determined; only at Wettzell there remain significant millimeter level differences for the horizontal positions. Table 6 ) and new experimental orbits (values of Table 9 ). The different colors represent the different measurement series. Table 9 . Comparison of the mean values and standard deviations in azimuth and range for operational Science orbits (as they are already shown in Table 6 ) and for the new experimental TerraSAR-X orbit solutions discussed in [28] (operationally not accessible as yet). Consequently, also the stereo SAR solutions for the CR coordinates profit from the increased orbit quality. Table 10 shows the differences of the SAR measured 3-D coordinates using the new orbits and the GNSS reference coordinates. Figure 11 visualizes a comparison between the results obtained with operational science orbits (which were shown in Table 7 ) and the results for the new orbits. A closer look on the diagram reveals that the new orbits lead to improvements in almost all the estimated accuracies and the coordinate differences become smaller, in particular the height is now more accurately determined; only at Wettzell there remain significant millimeter level differences for the horizontal positions. Table 10 . Differences of the TerraSAR-X coordinates using the updated orbits and the reference coordinates in the global ITRF2014 expressed in local north, east and height. The variances of the TerraSAR-X solution mark the 95% confidence interval of the estimated coordinates. Figure 11 . Comparison of the biases (a) and 95% confidence intervals (b) in north, east and height for operational Science orbits (values of Table 7 ) and new experimental orbits (values of Table 10 ). The different colors represent the different measurement series.
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Conclusions
With the setup of three CR test sites as far apart from each other as Germany, Finland and the Antarctic Peninsula, we established a far-distributed test network to verify the absolute localization accuracy of space borne SAR sensors and the worldwide reproducibility of the obtained results. The vicinity of all of our test sites to local IGS reference stations allows very precise determination of the CRs' reference coordinates relative to the respective station ties by terrestrial survey. These precise reference coordinates render a new class of SAR calibration and validation accuracy possible.
Based on our test network, absolute geolocation accuracy at better than centimeter level is proven for both TerraSAR-X sensors (TSX-1 and TDX-1). Prerequisite for such high localization accuracy is meticulous care in processing and calibration of the SAR data and the thorough correction of location measurements from a SAR image for wave propagation effects and for Earth dynamics, consistent with the methods applied in geodesy. In contrast to the "out of the box" usage of TerraSAR-X data, additional external data sources, which are well established in the area of GNSS, have to be accessed in order to obtain precise correction values for atmospheric signal propagation delays. In the process, the geometric instrument calibration constants had to be adapted to the altered measurement approach.
Handling SAR as a geodetic measurement instrument opens completely new application areas for SAR. First examples were already discussed in the literature, e.g., the efficient survey of landmarks along road networks [32] or the stereo measurement of building heights [33] . The synergetic usage of geodetic SAR and SAR tomography is discussed in [34] . Table 7 ) and new experimental orbits (values of Table 10 ). The different colors represent the different measurement series.
Handling SAR as a geodetic measurement instrument opens completely new application areas for SAR. First examples were already discussed in the literature, e.g., the efficient survey of landmarks along road networks [32] or the stereo measurement of building heights [33] . The synergetic usage of geodetic SAR and SAR tomography is discussed in [34] .
